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A disused city rail bridge transformed for Festival’s hub:  

The Immersery Festival Kitchen Bar and Raingarden 

A 19th century rail bridge over Melbourne’s Yarra River will be given a new lease of life for the 

2014 hub at Melbourne Food and Wine Festival presented by Bank of Melbourne, 28 February – 

16 March. 
 

Celebrating the Festival’s theme of WATER, The Immersery: Festival Kitchen Bar and Raingarden 

is a spectacular three-level structure anchored to the banks of the Yarra River in City of 

Melbourne’s Queensbridge Square and will be the place to meet, eat and drink over 17 days. 
 

The Immersery will give visitors the opportunity to taste food from some of the state’s best chefs 

matched to Victorian wine, try cocktails from one-off interstate bar collaborations, and learn 

about how raingardens purify and preserve water, all within an incredible new space in the 

heart of the city. 
 

THE DESIGN 

Following on from the Festival’s Urban Coffee Farm & Brew Bar in 2013, this ambitious project 

designed for the second year by international design firm HASSELL is inspired by water’s cyclical 

journey with the three levels of the installation metaphorically representing the water cycle. 
 

Reinvigorating a forgotten part of Melbourne’s history, The Immersery’s top level skyline 

community space will transform the Sandridge rail bridge for the first time with a cloud-like 

canopy constructed from a jigsaw of water pipes creating a new vantage point to view the city 

skyline.  In this urban retreat visitors will be able to relax to an immersive water-themed 

soundtrack. Materials used throughout the build, including plumbing pipes, have either been 

reclaimed, recycled or will be returned into operation following the Festival.  
 

THE DRINKS 

A floating barge bar on the Yarra River will be home to some of the country’s best wine, cocktails 

and drinks. Australia’s acclaimed cocktail scene will be celebrated with ‘one-night-only’ 

Melbourne and interstate bar collaborations serving up boundary-pushing cocktails embracing 

the three states of water. 

Bar collaborations in residence from Thursday to Sunday nights include MONA’s Void Bar 

(Hobart) with The Lui Bar, Bulletin Place (Sydney) with Black Pearl, Alfred and Constance 

(Brisbane) with LuWow, Palmer & Co. (Sydney) with Whisky and Alement, and Mechanics 

Institute (Perth) with Lily Blacks.  

Over the 17 days, The Immersery will also offer self-guided wine tasting flights including fine drops 

from Victorian wineries Seppelt, Coldsteam Hills and T’Gallant.  
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THE FOOD 

The open-kitchen eatery on the concourse level will feature a lunch and dinner menu designed 

by a local chef collective brought together by the Festival for this one-off project: Florent 

Gerardin (Silo by Joost), Jesse Gerner (Anada & Bomba), Joel Alderson & Adam Liston 

(Borrowed Space), Hamish Nugent and Rachel Reed (Tani Eat & Drink), and Daniel Wilson 

(Huxtable & Huxtaburger). Taking the much-loved tradition of Chinese yum cha dining and 

applying truly global flavours from east to west, each chef will create dishes embracing a range 

of water-based cooking techniques with the menu brought to life by hospitality maestros Peter 

Rowland Catering. 
 

RAINGARDENS 

Throughout the Immersery, Melbourne Water and HASSELL will create vertical raingardens 

housed in reclaimed 40-gallon drums featuring drought-tolerant plants to ‘green’ the urban 

space. Visitors will learn how to harness Mother Nature’s most precious ingredient to grow plants 

and food while discovering how water can be captured, filtered and reused before it re-enters 

the water cycle through raingardens. 

With Melbourne being one of only five cities in the world with protected catchments, the role of 

Melbourne Water in delivering Victoria’s high quality drinking water will be celebrated, as will 

the journey taken by the state’s water from its source catchments through urban areas and 

eventually to the bay.  

The Immersery: Festival Kitchen, Bar and Raingarden, Queensbridge Square, Southbank, 28 

February - 16 March 2014, open morning to late daily. Free entry with food and drinks available 

for purchase.  Part of the Festival’s program of 200+ events across 17 days.  

The Immersery is a project in the national 202020 Vision campaign run by Horticulture Australia 

which aims to increase green urban spaces by 20% by 2020. 

28 February – 16 March 2014           melbournefoodandwine.com.au 

The vision for The Immersery by HASSELL:
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Skyline community space on disused Sandridge rail bridge: 

 

Melbourne Food and Wine Festival Presenting Partner: Bank of Melbourne 

Major Partners: City of Melbourne and Melbourne Water 

Design Partner: HASSELL 

Build Partners: Port of Melbourne Corporation, Schiavello, SelectAV, Aurecon, McKenzie Group, Montlaur 

Project Services, Spacecube, Warner’s Nurseries and Tall Trees.   

Hospitality Partner: Peter Rowland Catering 

Wine Partner: Seppelt 

Kitchen Partner: Smeg 

Spirit Partners: Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve, Bulleit, Tanqueray, Ketel One and Zacapa 

 

 


